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bing spatial perspective options varies (see

system is **the linguistic system for taiking about space relative to a speaker’s
egocentric origin and Coordinate axes” (see also Fillmore, 1977; Levelt, 1989;
1977). Speakers can use
mary deictic expressions (I, you, here, there,
en) which refer to basic ordinates of communication (speaker, addressee, place and time of utte nce).’ Or they can use secondary deictic expressions
(left, right, front, back), w h don’t refer to the basic coordinates but still imply
a situated speaker (~llmer-which,
1982).
eictic use contrasts with intrinsic use, where the point of view is that of any
an the speaker that has intrinsic parts (a front, 3 back, a left, a
a canonical orientation. So “behind the chair” is considered an intrinsic
description when it deals with the chair’s intrinsic front and back, and the
speaker’s location has nothing to do with the description. Descriptions that take
the addressee’s perspective, like “on your left”, are also considered to be intrinsic
usesa3 Addressees, like other objects in the world, have intrinsic parts and
canonical orientations.
‘To avoid pronoun confusion, I refer to speakers as female and addressees as male.
*To be complete, we should also distinguish between speaker’s and addressee’s @ace, as well as
speaker’s and addressee’s time of utterance.
3Some researchers disagree with this scheme, and think of all person-centered descriptions as
deictic. For example, Saile (1984) corAders “Das Taxi steht, von dir aus gesehen, hinter dem
Lieferwagen” (“The taxi is, seen from your point of view, behind the station wagon”) to be a deictic
description (cited in Retz-Schmidt, 1958, p. 99).
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Speakers’ preferences: Claim and e.~~e~i~en~a~
evidence
ost researchers agree with
ystem for speakers is the
It is probably easier for speakis
to use than the intrinsi
aird, 1976, p. 402), and speakers should choose it
doubt, or without influences to the contrary
rrrnann, 1988).
Speakers should modify their natural cgoce
sm when their addressees “have
culties in reconstructing the speaker’s point of view with respect to the scene*’
evelt, 1984, p. 355), since addressee-centered intrinsic uses are probably easier
e nature of the
for addressees to understand (Miller
hnson-Laird, 1976).
scene makes a difference too: in Mi
and Johnson-Laird
formulation, if a landmark in the scene has intrinsic parts, addressees tend to
interpret a spatial description intrinsically unless the speaker exphcitly informs
them to the contrary.
Two sorts of laboratory studies have investigated speakers’ descriptions of
spatial layouts. In the first sorta, subjects typically describe a scene without being
told anything about an addressee, or with the implicit supposition that the listener
will have the same vantage point. These studies show that speakers prefer using
the intrinsic system when describing a relation between two fixed objects, where
one object has an intrinsic front (Wunderlich, 1981) or is moving (Levelt, 1984).
Speakers describing their apartments and the rooms in them give “tours” from
the perspective of a visitor traveling within the scene or from where the visitor’s
gaze would travel (Linde, 1979; Linde 6r Labov. 19’75; Ullmer-Ehrich, 1982).
Speakers verbally negotiating a path through a “spatial network” made of nodes
and lines use more deictic than intrinsic expressions (Levelt, 1982). In these
studies, speakers tend to use the same perspectives consistently (Ehri
1983; Levelt, 1982; but see Taylor & TverskyT 199% for a contrary
In the second sort of study, carried out by Herrmann and his colleagues (e.g.,

y described the location of

intrinsic use depends

on where, relative to the

erspective in conversation
eakers give monologues for imaginary addressees.
eople engaged in conversation ten
einheimer, 1966; Levelt, 1989). In
conversation, refer
y when they are grounded, or when
participants in the conversation are satisfied that what has been said has
understood (Clark & chaefer, 1987, 1989; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986;
Schober & Clark, 1989;
ilkes-Gibbs, 1986). Speakers and addressees use

conversation is

4Although a number of developmental studies of children’s egocentrism also distinguish between
people’s physical vantage points (e.g., LOX, 1977; Fehr, McMahon, & Fehr, 1982; Flavell, 1974;
Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wright, & Jarvis, 1968; Foorman, Leiber, & Femie, 1984; Jacobsen & Waters,
1985; Piaget, 1959; Schachter & Gollin, 1979), they do not focus on linguistic descriptions.
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e shortest noun

ick a longer noun

rase to describe an object than a simple notion of
elieves that by doing so she won’t have to

ase in installments,

ng sure each part is understood. Or she
addressee to refashion if it doesn’t work

monologue, because she can rely on her addressee to point out any lalses in
clarity.
to a higher
another sense, a speaker in conversation must perfo
standar
ecause if her addressee is willing to put in the effort to understand, no
lapses in clarity will be tolerated.
One could argue that collaborative processes simply ease social relationships,
e conversation smooth, or serve to motivate the conversational participants.
a recent study (Schober & Clark, 1989) shows that collaboration actually
influences a listener’s understanding. In the study, addressees who could give
collaborative feedback to their partners matched ambiguous figures correctly
overhearers who heard all the same words
virtually 100% of the time, wh
is was true even though the subjects were all
matched fewer figures correctly.
strangers, the figures were novel, and the overhearers heard every word the
conversational partners uttered from the moment they met each other. Even
when overhearers could have as much time as they wanted to listen to the
conversation, pausing a tape-recording when they wished, their task performance
wa s ferior to the addressees’.
w do conversational partners set spatial perspectives? One possibility is that
they follow the same principles as they do in coordinating on conceptual
perspectives. For conceptual perspectives, conversational partners tend not to
discuss their choices explicitly, but rather they tend to be locally consistent in the
ways they refer to objects, acting according to “input-output coordination”
(Garrod & Anderson, 1987). If one partner offers a particular way of conceiving
of an object as “input”, the other uses the same conceptual perspective as

located).

es a simple conversational situation: s akers point out the
&plays are similar
to
ect relative to anot er. The task and th
are two important
arm and his colleagues have used, but th
irst, subjects are not constrained to use any particular localizing
ses in any particular sentence frame, and so they can use locative descriptions
ft, right, front, behind) that Herrmann studi?d. Second, the
ust describe one of two identical objects. I suspect that unconstrained
speakers describing dissimilar objects would name the objects rather than describing their locations.
The objects to describe in this study are two circles. So subjects have three
erspective choices: egocentric (deictic), addressee-centered (intrinsic), or an
biguous perspective true for both (deictic and addressee-centered intrinsic).
Object-centered intrinsic descriptions are not an option, as the circles have no
intrinsic perspectives.
Consider A’s ambiguous description “to the right” under the following conditions: A and B are
both facing two objects, one closer to A and one closer to B. B is positioned 90” to A’s right. The
description is true from A’s (deictic) perspective, but it is also true from B’s (addressee-centered
intrinsic) perspective. B doesn’t even need to know which perspective A intended, as either one
works.
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actual addressees diflerent from
~teraction makes a difference,
rspectives speakers choose.
best for both of them, and
niform in sticking with the

e speaker chooses? As

rspective afleet the perspecerrmann’s results and studies of children suggest,
share the same

will dominate (especially when object-centered intrinsic perspectives are not
a ng
options).
ut
faces
centric use poses a collaborative problem. A knows that
perspective-taking difficulties similar to hers; at greater offsets, A should use the
means available to reduce not only her own effort, but the collaborative effort of
perspective-taking. I predict that at greater offsets A should use both-centered
perspectives whenever possible, or else substitute descriptions whose conceptual
perspective is less problematic.
(3) Whose perspective is taken when conversational roles switch?
B’s point of view exclusively al! along, whose perspective will B take when he
describes locations to A? If B is egalitarian (follows a principle of reciprocity), he
will return the favor and take A’s perspective. Alternatively, if I3 follows Garrod
and Anderson’s (1987) input-output coordination principle, he should continue
in the perspective A has been taking thus far.
(4) How does the length of time a speaker has the floor affect the perspectives
she chooses? How B resolves the speaker change problem may depend on how
long he will be speaking (how much he has to describe). If he only has the floor
briefly it ma- not be worth his while to renegotiate perspectives. But if he intends
to talk loq-pr, A may be happier if he expends the effort of taking her
perspective.
To answer Question 1, I compare the perspectives chosen by people who have
an imaginary addressee and those who have an actual addressee who gives
feedback. To answer Question 2, I compare the perspectives chosen by speakers
whose vantage points are closer and farther from their addressees’ vantage points.
To answer Question 3, I compare the perspectives that the two speakers in a pair
choose. And to answer Question 4, I compare the perspectives chosen by
speakers who describe many locations one after another to the perspectives
chosen by speakers who alternate describing a location and having a location
described to them.

er sequence of 32 displays.
of students): the students could speak
rent sequence of 32 displays, but the
d::; ~7had to switch roles after every

e experiment ro
was set up the same for all students, except that the pairs
conditions 2 and
at on either side of a visual barrier, so that their actions
have to be confined to verbal ones. The students sat at a table, and the
‘To continue

avoiding pronoun

confusion,

I treat directors

as female and matchers

as male.
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eakers’ monologues,
extracted the locative e
ng to spatial and nceptual perspective (se
ectives were either director-centered,
from both people’s points of view). A
and implicit path
ves (these distinctions are partly inspired by Talmy, 1983). Static locatives
imply a path of motion, as in “on the right” or “the lower left circle” or “at
‘In piloting the study, I found that even the most silent pens made a scratching noise as the
matchers wrote the X’s on their sheets, and pairs of subjects resorted to using these sounds in place of
verbal feedback. While this is interesting in its own right, addressees normally give verM feedback in
the perspective-setting
cases I’ve set out to study.
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solo speakers

much from the six
except to note that 14 of these 16 erro
vantage points were offset.
atchers were remarkably accurate (one CXTOi each by two students from
e 16 pairs, both for a diagonally oriented display
errors didn’t necessarily lead to trouble for matchers.
would
out the mistakes and ask
usually catch their mista
s, mat
correctly marked their
for more information.
displays based on impossible desc tions, without voicing any objections.
out perspective would be more trouble
acted as if opening up negotiation
it was worth.

*This is true no matter how we compare them - as individuals, as a pair, or as an average of the
individuals in the pair. As director, the first speaker in each pair used 1.30 locatives per display, which
is reliably less than the solo speakers, F( 1,22) = 17.68, p < .OOOl.The same is true for the second
director in each pair, 1.26 to 2.11, F( 1,22) = 15.89, p < .OOOl.If we reason that we should include all
the locatives said by both director and matcher in the first sequence, because the matchers contributed
too, we get the same difference, 1.39 to 2.11, F(l,22) = 13.075, p C .002. And the same is true for the
second sequence, 1.40 to 2.11, F( 1,22) = 8.73, p < .007. As a general rule, when I report a pair’s
scores, I will use the average of each of the directors’ scores, unless I specify otherwise.

Pe

ective

Speakers with partners set spatial perspectives differently from solo speakers
(see Table 1). They used more egocentric locatives, 13% versus the solo speakers’
1.7%, z = 7.53, p < .
1, Wilcoxon rank sum test. Correspondingly, they used
fewer matcher-centered locatives, 66% versus 77%, z = 4.84, p < .O
rank sum test.
These percentage differences underestimate the difference between solo speakers and speakers with partners. Solo speakers were almost uniform in being
non-egocentric; none used more than 6.1% egocentric locative expressions, and
several never used their own perspective at all. In contrast, the speakers with
artners varied widely; almost all used at least a few egocentric locatives, up to
% of the time (96%, if we average the percentages for both speakers in a
pair). The difference in variability is clear if we compare the standard deviations
in-transformed proportions, .07 to .26, F(7,lS) = 13.27, p < .005, using
ard equality of variances test. This is good evidence that setting
perspectives interactively is different from setting them for a tape-recorder.
Solo speakers who used egocentric perspectives often apologized. “Piace the X
Table 1.

Perspectives taken overall
Average percentage

Solo speakers
Pairs (directors)

of locatives in each perspective

Matcher’s

Both

Director’s

Other

Total

77
66

21
20

2
13

1
1

100
100
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sorry about that, delete that.
ey acted as if their egocentric uses were
c descriptions. In
speakers spoke
oint: “It’s on my
on the bottom.”
st often took their addressee’s per
entered perspectives, this means that the over-w
from the addressee’s point of view. In
ssee-centered locatives even when they shared their
sing “it’s the one on your left” even
were equally true. This contrasts with
ntric localizations,
there’s no reason to avoid them. Perhaps the particular dis
perspective options in this study accounts for this; in any case, it is clear that the
often-observed egocentric bias in speakers is not absolute.
e important point here is that speakers with partners are not uniform in
taking their addressee’s perspectives, while the solo speakers are. Why? Is it
simply the presence of a live partner that makes the difference, or does the
process of interacting conversationally affect perspectives?
How pairs coordinate perspectives
Most pairs never discussed explicitly whose spatial perspective they should use,
ith
just as Garrod and Anderson (1987) found with conceptual perspectives.
only two exceptions,
akers plunged right in offering descriptions from one
particular perspective.
ost often, matchers accepted these descriptions without
complaint, either immediately, as in
D. Uh . it’s the one CR the right.
NB. Gotcha.
D. And this one. is the bottom left hand circle for you?
M. Okay.
or by repeating
understood.

the locative to ascertain that the offered perspective

was

‘The following conventions represent speech in this paper: a period with spaces on either side ( . )
indicates a pause. Asterisks enclose bits of overlapping speech. A colon indicates a lengthening of a
sound. A dash following a word (“the circ-“) indicates tha’t the word was cut off in midstream or not
quite completed.

e?

erspective director means (4 occurrences).
Okay this one

have- there are. equal horizontal?

ave one in the rig
..
.

Oh, okay. You’re making this really easy for me.

atcher rejects by reframing in a different perspective (1 occurrence).
e: second page. urn. from. your point of view, it’s urn. n- uh I’11do it
om my point. From my point of view it’s in the urn . circle . to the left or the

west.
e s- do we have the same point of view *on that?*

we have* the same point of view.
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( 1 occurrence).

e negotiations is small, the direction of a pair’s future
ictable. I propose that the perspective that “sticks” ts - will be the one that both partners
s in case (I) the director and matcher agreed to two different
s stuck with their original perspectives on 72% of these
we include the subsequent both-centered descriptions
irector-centered descriptions, the figure rises to 89%.
In the six instances (from four pairs) in case (2), both partners accepted one
perspective.
irectors stuck with the perspectives they had negotiated 97% of the
time. Only one director ever uttered a locative from a different perspective than
one already negotiated, and it was only as an addition to the one from the
negotiated perspective she’d already uttered. The matchers accepted each of these
subsequent locatives without question. Case (4) is similar to case (2), but what
was accepted was not what the director originally presented. Every single one of
the director’s eight subsequent localizations at that vantage point offset were
both-centered.
So, to speculate based on only a few cases, it seems that speakers prefer to
stick to the perspective they’ve already used if their addressees accept them, and
only change perspectives when the addressee rejects their offerings outright.

Question 2: Perspective at diflerent oflsets
As Table 2 shows, neither solo speakers nor speakers with partners used different
perspectives at different degrees of offset. They took their partner’s perspective
or a both-centered perspective almost every time. Speakers in pairs did use
slightly more egocentric locatives at greater offsets: 8% at the shared vantage
point, 14% at 90” and 270” offsets, and 16% at the 180” offset, F(2,30) = 4.79,
p c .016, using arcsin-transformed proportions. But using the Tukey method of
multiple comparisons, we see that the only reliable difference is between the 8%
at the shared vantage point and the 16% at the 180” offset, 4 = 4.46, p < .Ol; this

16

e 2.

Solo speakers
89
7
3
1
E

41

59
0
0

Total

1

14

2

Other
Total

These few cases

811
2”
16
1

81
3

2
71
8

director in the pair.
both-centered
perspective.
ase to describe
seb a both-centered locati
bottom right”.
circles are diagonal, ctop le

Z+isZW

rent offsets, conceptual

speakers in pairs: 23% at

Table 3.

Closer-farther type descriptions
Percentage

Solo speakers
Pairs (directors)

of ckaer-farther

locatives

at each offset

0”

90” and 270”

180”

28
23

29
27

34
29
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rspeciive and speaker change

Conceptual perspective
e8r own idiosyncratic
and Anderson (1987) foun
conventions for desc
very first utterance, rat
ner would use o
negotiating ccsnceptua
other would follo
oping a locally consistent, mutua
escription scheme.
first speaker in a p
second speaker, Y=

identical words.

r example, one speaker described a display as “on t

right”.
The same high correspondence can be seen within each pair. The
ed by the first speaker in a
of static locatives, path locatives and other locatives
secsnd speaker. Correlapair correlated highly with the same proportions for
tions for all 16 pairs were positive, ranging from .68 to 1. , with an average of
.96, median .997. The same was true for each speaker’s proportions of closerfarther, front-behind,
and right-left descriptions. These ranged from .75 to
.9999, averaging .94, median .992.
Spatial perspective
If Carrod and Anderson’s (1987) principle for conceptual perspective applies
to spatial perspective, then the second speaker in a pair should use t

en

centered

locativ

aving greater local pressure,
eakers were not borne out.

le 4.

ut short-term speakers were much more

Sbr~ and lorzg-term speakers ’ perspectives
Average percentage

of locatives in each perspective

Matcher’s

Both

Director’s

Other

Total

Short-term speakers

66

Long-term speakers

66

16
24

17
9

1
1

100
100
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study, students wrote that having offset
a, easily surmounted. ‘
rspective’ and so all I
When it was time to te
ere to place the mark I had to see from her
perspective, but it was n
” “It seemed to be just a matter of stating
e X was, mainly from my partner’s perspective. ( thought that would be
noted that doing t is task without an actual
Three of the eight solo speake
ey didn’t know the were being compared to
partner was strange (even though
ne said “It wasn’t difficult at all, just very awkward talking to someone
One pointed out that she couldn’t be sure of the success of her
elatively easy. Just describe from my partner’s perspective always
(I hope).” And one was even more explicit: “If I had a partner,
we would both have to agree on one method of describing OrientaLion.”
One speaker with a partner, on the other hand, noted the importance of being
able to ground her utterances with an actual addressee. “It was pretty easy,
although I’m not especially spatially oriented, because my partner and [I]
is way it seemed hard to get confused or
confirmed each other’s directions.
have a misunderstanding.”
Speakers with partners noted that both had adapted to each other. One pair
“quickly adapted the pt-of-views that were similar, ie., the partner’s pt-of-view.”
Another found that the task flowed quickly once they had “a uniform rule”. One
matcher found the task “easy, once I figured out to change my pr?int of view to
that of my partner’s every time she was describing where to put the X”. Another
told of how he molded the conversation: “After we started, I eventually realized
it would be much easier to define the position in terms of the other person, ~8 I
started to push my partner toward that. Once she accepted. we cruised through
only using our personal reference when necessary for clarification under conb
sion. After that, it was very easy.”

tion is a complicated

affair.

take into account

ady desctibed locations. Establish“dynamic and reciprocal interplay
ective setting and perspective taking” (Graumann & Sommer, 1988, p.
ave attributed the results of this study to high-level pragmatic processes: (1)
(2) both partners actively collaborate with each other to ensure understanding.
e explain the results with more elementary cognitive processes? One
e, for example, that the partners’ precision in matching each other’s
spatial perspectives results simply from lexical priming. Although certainly collaborative processes rest upon elementary cognitive processes, the results of a
recent experiment dealing with conceptual perspectives (Wilkes-Gibbs & Kim,
1991) suggest that a higher-level pragmatic account is necessary. In the study, the
experimenter gave speakers verbal labels for ambiguous figures. In subsequent
conversation, speakers didn’t necessarily use those “primed” labels, but rather
worked out descriptions with their particular conversational partners. If only
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the matter, different peo
mental rotations (cf. Jus

spatial perspective-taking.
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The conversations included so e cases in which it is unclear which speaker should
be held responsible for a particular utterance, as when one person started an
utterance and the other completed it. Although this was rare, some analyses
considered all the locatives uttered by a pair, so that decisions about res
could be avoided.

Spatial perspective

Each locative expression was either director-centered (“d”), matcher-centered
(“m”), or both-centered (“b”). “On the left”, for example, -would be @;assifiedas
director-centered if it were only true for the director, matcher-centered if it were
ese
only true for the matcher, or both-centered if it were true for both of them.
coding rules wers used even if it seemed obvious from context that the speaker
meant to be speaking from a different perspective. Explicit mention of one or the
other person’s vantage point (“on the left for you” or “on my left”) overrode
other coding considerations. In a very few cases the locative was so strange that it
couldn’t be classified for perspective; these were not included in the perspective
counts.
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of staticlocatives: ir?frontof us,

top right comer?, on your righ
llowing are examples of i

your

away, ~~~t~estaway fro

